A global challenge: chronic wounds
The majority of wounds (approximately 154M) continue to be treated with wet-to-moist/dry gauze.¹

Venous leg ulcers (VLUs):
- In developed countries, 50% of VLUs last more than 4 months²,³
- 55% of healed VLUs reoccur within the first 12 months of closure⁴
- A majority of VLUs were not adequately treated with standard of care for the wound type⁵

Diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs):
- Up to 24% of DFUs will eventually lead to a lower extremity amputation (LEA)⁶
- By 5 years, 45%–55% of patients with neuropathic and ischemic DFUs respectively, will die due to common complications of diabetes. These complications have higher mortality rates than cancers of the prostate, breast, and colon, as well as Hodgkin’s disease⁷
- Only 6% of DFU patients receive the gold standard of care for offloading⁵
The 3M™ Snap™ Therapy System difference: a real solution for real life.

Early first-line intervention with the Snap Therapy System in an outpatient setting supports healing while helping to return patients to normal daily activities.

The Snap Therapy System combines the simplicity of advanced wound dressings with the proven benefits of negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) in a discreet, highly mobile design.

Benefits of Snap Therapy System:

- Convenient single-use, disposable NPWT
- Mechanically powered and portable for easy mobility
- No complicated settings or adjustments to learn
- Preserves patient quality of life (QOL)8
- Friendly fit: Discreet and comfortable placement to help preserve patient quality of life
- Minimal interference: Silent design ensures minimal disruption to sleep, social activities and mobility
- Fast application: Snap Therapy System is applied in under 10 minutes so patients can quickly move on with their lives9
- Continuous -125mmHg therapy for increased confidence
- Off-the-shelf availability for immediate use in the patient treatment plan
- First line treatment; Day 1 (No 30-day requirement for modern wound care, No minimum depth)*

*May vary by payor
The 3M™ Snap Therapy System: the smart choice for increased value in care.

Reduced dressing changes
Low-contact care reduces dressing changes to a minimum of twice a week. The Snap Therapy System supports clinicians’ goals.

Reduced time to closure
Patients with lower extremity venous or diabetic ulcers were evaluated in a prospective observational and retrospective match controlled study. Patients using the Snap Therapy System with skin substitutes or skin grafts healed significantly faster with a 50% absolute reduction in healing time verses modern dressings protocols including: Apligraf®, Regranex®, and skin grafting.9

For increased cost effectiveness
Failure of many chronic wounds to heal can have a high associated burden on the entire healthcare system, including stalled wounds that are costly or may lead to amputation.6*

*Outcomes were compared with 42 patient-matched controls treated at the same center with modern wound care protocols that included the use of Apligraf®, Regranex®, and skin grafting.
**21 subjects completed treatment with the Snap Therapy System and with skin substitutes or skin grafts and were evaluated for wound healing for up to 4 months.

*Up to 24% of diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) will eventually lead to a lower extremity amputation (LEA)
A cost and effectiveness model found that 3M™ Snap™ Therapy System saved over $9,000 per wound treated by avoiding longer treatment times and costs for complications and healing more wounds than modern dressings.


Exponential process to build Base Case includes: material & care resource cost, frequency of visits, duration of therapy, likeliness of healing, extended treatments for non-healed patients and management of complications (e.g. debridement, amputation, skin grafts) according to incidences reported.

Modified from Figure 2 Hutton 2011

Note: HE model was based on US study of diabetic lower extremity wounds
- Based on a model that analyzed the costs and effectiveness of the treatment of diabetic lower extremity wounds, Hutton and Sheehan reported that, compared to modern dressings, Snap Therapy System saved over $9,000 per wound treated by avoiding longer treatment times and costs for complications and healing more wounds than the modern dressings.
- The authors concluded that, in addition to cost savings, Snap Therapy System also allowed patients greater mobility.
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Note: Specific indications, contraindications, warnings, precautions, and safety information exist for these products and therapies. Please consult a clinician and product instructions for use prior to application. Rx only.